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Standards & Codes
z

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 15-2004
z

z

ANSI/IIAR Standard 2-1999
z

z
z

Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems
Equipment, Design, and Installation of Ammonia
Mechanical Refrigerating Systems

Your local code
ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code
z

Section VIII Division 1

ANSI/ASHRAE 15-2004 Safety Standard for Refrigeration Systems covers all
mechanical refrigeration (including HVAC) systems. It is the most referenced
standard for refrigeration. All other standards (IMC, UMC) are in consensus with
ASHRAE 15 on the issue of vessel overpressure protection.
ANSI/IIAR 2-1999 Ammonia covers ammonia refrigeration systems only. It is in
consensus with ASHRAE 15 on the issue of vessel overpressure protection as well.
Your local code is important, especially if they include their own requirements above
the standards referenced above.
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII Division 1 Rules for
Construction of Pressure Vessels covers the manufacture of pressure vessels. Part
UG-125 through 137 cover issues pertaining to pressure relief valve requirements.
Basis for many of the above standards recommendations.
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Definitions : Devices
z

Pressure Relief Valve (PRV)
z

A valve characterized by rapid opening or pop action, or by
opening in proportion to the increase in pressure over the
opening pressure
z Conventional: valve with spring housing vented to the
discharge side of the valve. The operational characteristics
(opening pressure, closing pressure, and relieving capacity)
are directly affected by changes of the back pressure on the
valve.
z Balanced: A valve that incorporates a means of minimizing the
effect of back pressure on its operational characteristics.

Occasionally, “safety relief valves” are referred to as “pressure relief valves” or
PRVs for short.
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Pressure Relief Valves
z

Purpose
z

safety device to prevent pressure inside a
component from exceeding its maximum
allowable working pressure (MAWP)
z

z

Set pressure of PRV < vessel MAWP

minimizes the risk of catastrophic failures of
vessels and other components being protected
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Pressure Relief Valves
z

Types
z

z

z

relief valves
z minimizes loss of refrigerant
z angle or straight
rupture discs
z results in complete loss of
refrigerant resident in component
combination

Above photos: Hansen Technologies

Above photos: Henry Technologies
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Types of Safety Relief Devices
Pressure Relieve Valve (PRV)
A normally closed pressureactuated valve set to open at a
pre-determined upstream
pressure

Photo: Henry Technologies
Photo: Refrigerating Specialties

Generically, a pressure relief valve (PRV) is a normally-closed springactuated device that automatically opens to relieve pressure from a system
to prevent overpressurization and catastrophic failure during abnormal or
upset conditions. When the overpressure situation recedes, the valve will
again seat.
The ASME BPVC (Sect. VIII Div. 1) requires that direct-acting spring-loaded
PRVs open at a pressure no greater than 5% of that for which the valve is
marked.
The set pressure tolerances (plus or minus) of the relief valves shall not
exceed 2 psi for pressures up to and including 70 psi and 3% for pressures
above 70 psi.
A manufacturer that is certified by the National Board will place a “UV”
stamp on the valve body.
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Types of Safety Relief Devices
Rupture Disks
A means of relieving pressure
by use of a member (usually a
circular disk) that physically
breaks
when its design
pressure is exceeded
and does not reclose.

Photo: Hansen Technologies

In accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (Section VIII
Division 1), rupture or “burst” disks must break within 2 psi for disks rated to
30 psi and a tolerance of 5% is allowed for disks rated above 40 psi.
Rupture disks are also certified by the National Board. To determine
whether or not a manufacturer’s rupture disks are “Board Certified”, look for
a “UD” stamp on the device.
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Types of Safety Relief Devices
Combination Relief
Utilizes a rupture
disk “upstream” of
the relief valve –
along with a
pressure gauge,
serves as an
indicator the rated
pressure has been
exceeded

Photo adapted from Hansen Technologies

Per ASME BPVC Section VIII Division 1, you need to de-rate the relief valve
capacity by 10% (i.e. a multiplier of 0.9) whenever a rupture disk assembly is
used upstream of a PRV. The ASME BPVC also requires that a gauge or
other sensing device (pressure gauge, try cock, free vent or other suitable
sensing device) be placed between the rupture disk and the PRV to provide
continuous indication as to whether or not the rupture disk has been
compromised.
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Vessel Relief Valve Type
Requirements1
Vessel size

Requirement

size < 3 ft3

pressure relief or fusible plug

3 ft3 < size < 10 ft3

1 or more pressure relief no
fusible plugs

size > 10 ft3

single rupture member or dual
relief on three-way valve
1

Hansen 3-way valve

ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 15-2004

Cyrus Shank 3-way valve
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Three-way Valves
Permits positive
isolation of one relief
valve for servicing

Photos: Hansen Technologies

Don’t leave the three-way valve in a “middle” position. During service, the
valve should be completely either front-seated or back-seated depending on
the relief valve being serviced. During normal operation, back-seat the valve
to minimize the likelihood of refrigerant leakage through the stem. In other
words, there should always only be one PRV active at any instant in time.
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Three-way Valves
Different configuration, to
accomplish the same result

Photo: Cyrus Shank
Text edited for readability.

Don’t leave the three-way valve in a “middle” position. During service, the
valve should be completely either front-seated or back-seated depending on
the relief valve being serviced. During normal operation, back-seat the valve
to minimize the likelihood of refrigerant leakage through the stem. In other
words, there should always only be one PRV active at any instant in time.
Do you have specific operating/maintenance procedures for this and the inline style of three-way valves for your plant? PSM requires it!
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Three-way Valve Requirements
z

The three-way valve stem must be positioned so
that only one pressure relief valve is activated. The
valve should be back-seated to reduce possibility of
leakage through the stem packing.

z

Do not leave valve in a position other than fully
front- or back-seated. This will reduce the overall
relieving capacity.

z

Each individual relief valve in a dual assembly
must have the required capacity for the vessel
being protected.
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Vessel PRV Capacity
Requirements
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Basis for Required Relief Valve
Capacity
Vessel is
isolated and
contains
liquid+vapor
Vessel’s approximate
“Projected Area”

Heat
Source:

~9,000 Btu/hr/ft2

120 < Tr < 150 F

1,700oF Fire
εs = 0.3
Source: User’s Manual for ASHRAE 15-2001 (ASHRAE SP-93)

D

L

αr = 0.8
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Required Relief Discharge
Capacity
C required = f ⋅ D ⋅ L
Where:
Crequired
f
D
L

= required discharge capacity rate (lbair/min)
= 0.5Ö (f=1.25Ö if combustible materials are within
20 ft of protected device)
= vessel diameter (ft)
= vessel length (ft)
Ö

R-717-only

The above relief rate is based on a heat load on one side of a vessel at a
rate of 9,000 Btu/hr-ft2. With a heat load of 9,000 Btu/hr-ft2 acting on one
side of the vessel, accounting for the latent heat of vaporization for
ammonia, and converting the resulting vapor generation rate to air
equivalent leads to f=0.5.
Note that the code for unfired pressure vessels (ASME VIII Div 1) requires
PRV size to prevent pressure from rising more than 10% above MAWP
during relieving conditions. If vessels are interconnected without valves,
sufficient relief capacity for total quantity is required.
Avoid over-sizing relief valves. Oversizing makes the valves prone to
diminished performance, chattering, and premature failure.
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Required Relief Valve Capacity
C required = f ⋅ D ⋅ L

L

D

Note: in most cases, the as-installed relief valves will have greater relieving capacity.
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Required Relief Valve Capacity
Crequired = f ⋅ (Dv ⋅ Lv + Ds ⋅ Ls )

Ls

Ds

Lv

Dv
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Positive Displacement
Compressors
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Compressor PRV Capacity
z

z

Positive Displacement compressors with
discharge line stop valve
Can select for the minimum regulated flow
rate of the compressor if
z
z

z

the compressor has capacity regulation
the capacity regulation actuates to its minimum
flow at 90% of the PRV setting
a PRV is installed and set in accordance with
§9.9 of ASHRAE 15-2004

The following is an excerpt from ASHRAE Standard 15-2004:
§ 9.8 Positive Displacement Compressor Protection. When equipped with a stop valve in the discharge connection,
every positive displacement compressor shall be equipped with a pressure-relief device of adequate size and pressure
setting, as specified by the compressor manufacturer, to prevent rupture of the compressor or to prevent the pressure
from increasing to more than 10% above the maximum allowable working pressure of any other component located in
the discharge line between the compressor and the stop valve or in accordance with 9.7.5, whichever is larger. The
pressure-relief device shall discharge into the low-pressure side of the system or in accordance with 9.7.8. The relief
device(s) shall be sized based on compressor flow at the following conditions:
1. High-Stage or Single-Stage Compressors: Flow is to be calculated based on 50°F (10°C) saturated suction
temperature at the compressor suction.
2. Low-Stage or Booster Compressors: For those compressors that are capable of running only when discharging
to the suction of a high-stage compressor, flow is to be calculated based on the saturated suction temperature equal
to the design operating intermediate temperature.
Exception for items 1 and 2: The discharge capacity of the relief device is allowed to be the minimum regulated flow rate
of the compressor when the following conditions are met:
(a) the compressor is equipped with capacity regulation,
(b) capacity regulation actuates to minimum flow at 90% of the pressure-relief device setting, and
(c) a pressure-limiting device is installed and set in accordance with the requirements of 9.9.
§9.9 Pressure-Limiting Devices
9.9.1 When Required. Pressure-limiting devices shall be provided on all systems operating above atmospheric
pressure, except that a pressure-limiting device is not required on any factory-sealed system containing less than 22 lb
(10 kg) of Group A1 refrigerant that has been listed by an approved, nationally recognized testing laboratory and is so
identified.
9.9.2 Setting. When required by 9.9.1, the maximum setting to which a pressure-limiting device is capable of being
readily set by use of the adjusting means provided shall not exceed the design pressure of the high-side of a system
that is not protected by a pressure-relief device or 90% of the setting
of the pressure-relief device installed on the high-side of a system. The pressure-limiting device shall stop the action of
the pressure-imposing element at a pressure no higher than this maximum setting.
Exception: On systems using non-positive displacement compressors, the maximum setting of the pressure limiting
device is not required to be less than the design pressure of the high-side of the system provided the pressure-relief
device is (1) located in the low-side and (2) subject to low-side pressure and (3) there is a permanent (unvalved) relief
path between the high-side and the low-side of the system.
9.9.3 Connection. Pressure-limiting devices shall be connected between the pressure-imposing element and any stop
valve on the discharge side. There shall be no intervening stop valves in the line leading to the pressure-limiting device.
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Compressor PRV Capacity
z

Reciprocating compressors
z
z

z

Typically fitted with internal relief
PRV required on oil separator and sized based on
vessel size only

Screw compressors
z

Fitted with atmospheric relief on the oil separator
(no valve between compressor and separator
vessel) sized on minimum regulated flow rate

An example is done in ASHRAE 15-2004 Appendix F
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Compressor Example
z

Consider a high-stage screw compressor
with the following specifics:
z
z

z

z

a swept volume flow rate, CFMswept, of 1,000 cfm
a volumetric efficiency, ηv, of 94%† and a
minimum, and
a minimum unloading, fmin, of 12%

What capacity relief device should the oil
separator be fitted with?

† Use 90% if ηv at the relieving pressure is not known.
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Example, continued
z

Determine mass flow rate
of ammonia through the
machine @ fmin

m NH 3 = ρ NH 3 ⋅ CFM swept ⋅ η v ⋅ f min
= 0.304 ⋅ 1,000 ⋅ 0.94 ⋅ 0.12
= 34.3 lb m /min

z

Determine capacity in
lbm/min of air

Cr = m NH3 ⋅
=

TNH3 ⋅ M air
Cair
⋅
C NH3 Tair ⋅ M NH3

356 510 ⋅ 28.97
⋅
⋅ m NH3
347 520 ⋅ 17.03

= 1.325 ⋅ 34.3 = 45.4 lb m /min
ρNH3 = 0.304 lbm/ft3 @ 50oF saturated vapor
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Relief Vent Piping
Requirements
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Relief Vent Pipe Sizing
z

PRV inlet
z

Valve inlet connection shall not be larger
than the relief connection on the protected
vessel (ASHRAE 15-2004 §9.7.6)

OK

OK

The following is an excerpt from ASHRAE Standard 15-2004:
§9.7.8.4
… All pipe and fittings between the pressure-relief valve and
the parts of the system it protects shall have at least the area of the
pressure-relief valve inlet area.
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Relief Vent Pipe Sizing
z

PRV Outlet
z

Relief vent piping size shall
not be less than the single
relief device outlet size
(ASHRAE 15-2004 §9.7.8.4)
z Subject to valve’s maximum
allowable back pressure
considerations

z

Consideration if changing
manufacturer during valve
replacement

OK

OK

The following is an excerpt from ASHRAE Standard 15-2004:
§9.7.8.4
The size of the discharge pipe from a pressure-relief device or
fusible plug shall not be less than the outlet size of the pressure-relief device
or fusible plug. Where outlets of two or more relief devices or fusible plugs
are connected to a common line or header, the effect of back pressure that
will be developed when more than one relief device or fusible plug operates
shall be considered. The sizing of the common discharge header
downstream from each of the two or more relief devices or fusible plugs that
are expected to operate simultaneously shall be based on the sum of their
outlet areas with due allowance for the pressure drop in all downstream
sections.
Note that the standard says “outlet size of the pressure relief device”, the
above assumes that the pressure relief device is defined as the valve. One
could interpret that the outlet size would be the connected branch size. No
formal interpretations on this have been issued. Regardless of the
interpretation, the relief vent piping system design should result in a back
pressure at the valve outlet that is less than the maximum allowed by the
standard (15% of the set pressure for a conventional relief).
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Back Pressure: Po
z

Use the percent of set pressure, P, specified by the
valve manufacturer – or if no specific guidance
exists–
z

z

z

z

for conventional relief valves, 15% of set pressure
[Po = (0.15 * P) + atmospheric pressure]
for balanced relief valves, 25% of set pressure
[Po = (0.25 * P) + atmospheric pressure]
for rupture members, fusible plugs, and pilot operated
relief valves, 50% of set pressure
[Po = (0.5 * P) + atmospheric pressure]

This is the test for compliance of vent piping!
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Relief Vent Pipe Sizing
z

Header minimum size
One or more PRVs discharging into a
common header
z Sum of area of connected relief device
outlets with “due allowance for pressure
drop” (ASHRAE 15-2004 §9.7.8.4)
z
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Recap
z
z

z

Pressure relief valve types
Overview of ASHRAE 15 requirements for
overpressure protection
Basis for ASHRAE 15 capacity requirement
z
z

z

Vessels
Positive displacement compressors

Requirements of inlet and outlet vent piping
size relative to valve connection sizes
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Relief Piping Length Limits
(ASHRAE Standard 15-2004 Appendix H)

(

0 .214 ⋅ d 5 ⋅ Po2 − P22
L=
f ⋅ C r2
L
Cr
f
d
Po
P2

)

⎛P
d ⋅ ln ⎜⎜ o
⎝ P2
−
6⋅ f

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

equivalent length of pipe (ft)
rated capacity as stamped on relief device (lbair/min)
friction factor (not the same factor used in capacity calculation)
inside diameter of pipe (in)
allowed backpressure at relief valve outlet (psia)
absolute pressure at outlet of discharge piping (psia)

This equation is for isothermal compressible flow of air at a temperature of 60oF.
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